
 
 

Year 6 Newsletter Term 2 
Week 5 – Week beginning Sunday 31st January 

 
           Learning This Week 
 
English 
This week we’ll be learning all about the different types of poetry.  
The objectives are:  

 I can identify the features of poems. 

 I can recite a poem. 

 I can perform a poem. 

 I can identify different forms of poetry. 
 
Spelling and Handwriting  
Term 2 - Week 4 
 
Guided Reading 
We will read and explore Goodnight Mister Tom (p6-p9). Children will develop both their reading 
and comprehension skills through discussing the text.  
 
Maths  
The objectives are:  

 I can find rules for one step and two step problems 

 I can use simple algebraic inputs to create equations 

 I can use substitution to find missing values 

 I can write equations for simple questions 
 

Science and Topic 
 
This week’s objectives  

 I can understand how and why reflection happens. 
 I can explain the impact rationing had during WWII 

 
Kuwait Social Studies 

 I can explain why the GCC was established, what all the members share in common and 
why the lifestyles of these people changed 

 
Reading at Home 
The most beneficial thing you can do at home is read, read and READ. Below is a link to explain 
how to access Oxford Reading Scheme books. This is the scheme that we use at GES in Key 
Stage 2.  
 
https://vimeo.com/459672516/84f14f954c 
 
  

https://vimeo.com/459672516/84f14f954c


 
 
Help and Support 
 
We would like to thank you for all of your support during online learning. Below is a link for a video 
explaining how to upload work on Microsoft Teams. 
 
https://vimeo.com/459659727/d9151fb409 
 
If you have any problems with your Skoolee or Microsoft Teams access, please email: 
ykassim@ges.edu.kw 
Please be aware that this helpline is often busy, so please expect a wait for a response.  
 
We wish you a happy and healthy week ahead. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
The Year 6 Team 
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